Mission
Camp Odayin provides fun, safe and supportive camp experiences and community building opportunities for young people with heart disease and their families.

Core Values
♥ A holistic approach to healing hearts
♥ Nurturing and developing independence, confidence and acceptance throughout our campers’ lives
♥ Creating a sense of community among our heart family
♥ Having fun and celebrating life
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Program Update
It was an exciting twelfth year for Camp Odayin. In 2013, 625 people experienced a positive, life-changing camp program as part of our “heart family”. For the first time since 2006, we hosted a Camp Odayin reunion. The picnic was attended by over 100 past and present campers, family members, and summer camp volunteers. Record numbers at Family Camp led us to secure a camp location in Wisconsin to offer a second session in 2014. As Camp Odayin grows and welcomes more people into our family, our reach may broaden, but our mission remains the same. Each camp experience costs only $25 per camper. The actual per person costs of $600 for Residential Camp, $250 for Day Camp and $100 for Family Camp and Winter Camp are covered thanks to donors. We are grateful for the overwhelming generosity of our supporters. Thank you for making yet another wonderful year possible for Camp Odayin!

The third year of Winter Camp was hosted in February during a three day weekend at Camp Wapo in Amery, Wisconsin. Cold temperatures didn’t stop 76 campers from reconnecting and enjoying fun in the snow, tubing, and playing broomball.

Four sessions of Residential Camp were held at Camp Knutson in Crosslake, Minnesota where campers ages 8-17 experienced five days of horseback riding, archery, nature, arts and crafts, water sports and much more. 260 campers joined us from 15 states.

Five mornings of Day Camp were held at the Dodge Nature Center in West St. Paul, Minnesota. Campers ages 6-7 met new friends while enjoying themed activities, arts and crafts, nature and an introduction to our mission.

In October, Family Camp welcomed a staggering 61 families for an ‘Alice in Wonderland’ themed weekend at Camp Wapo in Amery, Wisconsin. Parents, heart patients and siblings laughed and learned along with other families who share similar life experiences.

The Scholarship Program provided tuition assistance to two former campers pursuing post-secondary education. In addition, we awarded two scholarships to summer camp volunteers. The staff scholarship is presented annually to one or more camp volunteers enrolled in a professional nursing, medical doctor, or pharmacy program.

The Volunteer Program consisted of 252 amazing people in 2013. Throughout the year, these volunteers generously donated 9,311 hours of their time providing support to our events and programs.

Special thanks to the host sites for our 2013 camp programs: Camp Knutson (Residential Camp), Camp Wapo (Family & Winter Camp) and Dodge Nature Center (Day Camp).
Financial Update

Total Income
$538,825

“Forget Disney...Camp Odayin is the most magical place on earth! I was a camper for three years, only because I didn’t find out about it until I was 13. At Odayin, I was never made fun of for my scars or not being able to ‘keep up,’ and best of all, I got to meet other kids just like me! I had never met anyone else with a heart condition that was my age, and having that opportunity was truly life-changing. I am now pursuing a degree in Biology/Pre-Medicine to prepare for a career in pediatric cardiology. I have the confidence to follow my dreams, and hope to return as a volunteer physician.”

Former Camp Odayin camper

“Thank you again for another great summer camp experience! My son got in the car yesterday and said, ‘Mom, that was by far the best year ever!’ As we continued to talk about things that happened that week he said, ‘I love it because everyone is on level ground. There aren’t cliques. There aren’t the jocks, the nerds....we are all the same. It’s not like that at school.’
I know what you do takes a tremendous amount of planning and coordinating but every minute of it paid off! When you cheer for every camper that comes in and identify something specific about them they are really good at...it makes such a huge difference to who they believe they are.
What an extraordinary group of people!”

Parent of a Flambeau camper

Program Expenses*
Residential Camp - 70%
Family Camp - 12%
Winter Camp - 9%
Day Camp - 3%
Other - 6%

Total Expense
$438,646
Fundraising Update
Generous philanthropists raised a total of $145,755 at fundraising events in 2013.

- Have a Heart Benefit - 385 guests raised $57,619
- Whole Heart Golf Tournament - 136 golfers raised $63,337
- Heart & Sole Walk / Run - 775 athletes raised $24,799

2013 Donors
Thank you to the following friends of Camp Odayin for their investment in the lives of children with heart disease.

Foundation Grants
Baker Foundation
Bobby and Steve's Auto World
Youth Foundation
Caroline's Kids Foundation
Finish Line Youth Foundation
Hardenbergh Foundation
Kinney Family Foundation
Medtronic Foundation
Northern Dakota County Chapter of Thrivent Financial for Luthersans
Our Savior's Lutheran Church
Mission and Outreach Fund
RBC Foundation
Reuben & Rose Mattus and Doris & Kevin Hurley Foundation
Robert S. Starr Foundation
Speedy and Honey Altman Memorial Foundation
St. Jude Medical Foundation

Corporate and Organization Donors
Allina Health Dollars for Doers
Ameriprise Financial
Blandin Foundation
Boston Scientific
BP Fabric of America Fund
Cargill
Cramer, Rosenthal, McGlynn Inc.
GE Foundation
The Headwaters Good Sam Club
Liberty Diversified International (as recommended by Greatbatch Medical)
Masco Corporation
Medtronic Foundation
Merjent, Inc.
Microsoft
Midwest Medical Insurance
holding Company
Norwalk Family Dentistry
Piper Jaffray
Platinum Bank
RBC Foundation
RSP Architects
Ruth Caron Family Trust
SIMPSON Manufacturing
Thomas International
Thrivent Financial for Luthersans
Transit Tec, Inc.
Travelers Insurance
W E McGuire Charitable Foundation
In-Kind Donors
Karen Amundson
Apria Healthcare
John Beshara
Mitch and Alison Boerner
Boston Scientific
Pierre-Marc Bouchard
Dominique Cook
Matt Cooke
Mark Desch
Don Fick
Korey Finnes
Kristl Finnes of Barn Brands
Selena Freimark
Gartner Studios
General Mills
Reed and Alayne Gilbert
Keys Café & Bakery Woodbury
Dr. Chip Martin
The McLaughlin Family
MediBadge
Medtronic Board of Directors
Medtronic CRDM Department
Minnesota Wild
Jordan Nicholas
Northern Clay Center
Pediatric Home Service
Radisson Roseville
Emily Reed
Lynette and Chris Rigsby
Mykl Roventine
St. Jude Medical
Stenberg Orthodontics
Bob and Kathy Thompson
Ken Tomes
University of Minnesota M.A.G.I.C. Program
Sara Meslow and Paul Vahle
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources

Have a Heart Benefit
Title Sponsor
Children's Hospitals and Clinics of Minnesota

Sponsors
4 Lakes Construction
ACIST Medical Systems
Boston Scientific
Children's Country Day School
The Children's Heart Clinic
Jay Ettinger Realty, Inc.
Ron & Phyllis Ettinger
Flaunt This
FORT
Loffler
Medtronic
Minnesota Medical Foundation
Morrie's Automotive Group
New Horizon Academy
Pediatric Home Service
Rice Lake Weighing Systems
St. Jude Medical
Cassandra Stangler
SurModics
Young Adult Heart Foundation

Media Partners
KARE 11
Minnesota Monthly

In Kind Donors
Big Top Wine & Spirits
Charity Barlass
Kristl Finnes of Barn Brands
Haskell's
Hubbell/Tyner
Mr. Print
P.H. Lanpher
Summit Amusement
Trinchero Family Estates

Whole Heart Golf Tournament
Title Sponsor
Medtronic Foundation

Sponsors
Camar Aircraft Parts Company
Central Bank
C.H. Robinson
Children's Hospitals and Clinics of Minnesota
Disciplined Growth Investors, Inc.
Eckberg Lammers Attorneys at Law
Elizabeth “Betsy” Pate Foundation
Fredrikson & Byron, P.A.
Honey Nut Cheerios
Jim Boser Memorial Fund
Lake Elmo Bank
Lakeside Plastics, Inc.
Lakeview Health
Lyle Signs
Neuman Wealth Management
  Group of RBC Wealth Management
River Valley Dental Care
Stablish Foundation
Stillwater Investment Management, LLC
Swanson & Youngdale
Terri Opp Memorial
Thrivent Financial for Lutherans
In Kind Donors
Fire Up Video
Lift Bridge Brewing Company
Heart & Sole Fun Run / Walk
Title Sponsor
Boston Scientific
Sponsors
BlueCross BlueShield of Minnesota
Granite City Food & Brewery
New Horizon Academy
Parents for Heart
Media Partners
KS95
Minnesota Monthly
Additional Fundraisers
Back in Shape Chiropractic
Bakken Invitation Award
Brenden K’s Bake Sale
Buffalo Wild Wings of Westland, MI
California Pizza Kitchen
Eagles Club, Number 94
Kyle Rymiszewski Memorial Golf Tournament
Lift Bridge Brewery - Townie Tuesday
Minnesota Wild 50/50 Raffle
Siehera T’s Bracelet and T-shirt Sale
Soup it Up for Kids sponsored by Cox Insurance Associates
Team Strong Heart / Silent Sports Foundation

2012 United Way Donors*
Anonymous
Brice Atkins
Kurt Atkinson
Jane Byron
Jacob Clark
Laura Enoksen
Julie Foster
Cynthia Giusto
Tony Gross
Chandra Gruber
John Gustafson
Julie Hansel
Barbara Hughes
Mark Jenson
Dan Jones
Brian Kenady
Scott Kennedy
Matt Kirkwood
Carolyn Kleppe
Melody LaBeau
Laura Miller
Diane Nelson
Jenny Nelson
Teresa Okeson-Prater
David Olson
Kristine Overlund
Patti Peltier
Cheryl Penkivech
Robert Petersen
Matthew Porter
Michelle Reineke
Maribeth Sandager
Linda Schell
Nancy Schmidtk
Debora Spence
Mike Szewczyński
Nichel Townley
Kristi Warner

*2013 United Way donors will be listed in the 2014 annual report

Individual Donors
Chris and Bill Aerts
Muhammad Ali
Larry and Kathy Allen
James and Jeanne Amel
William and Sherry Ames
Barb Anderson
Daniel Anderson
Lois Anderson
Mike and Carmen Anderson
Scott and Willow Anderson
Tia Anderson
Jim and Kathy Andrews
Anonymous
Emily Anttila
Jennifer Arlen
Tom and Eileen Armitage
Tim and Christine Arntzen
Joe Asleson
Kurt and Amy Atkinson
Kathleen Austin
Dr. Charles and Janice Baker
Andrew and Sarah Bancroft-Howard
Alison Barrick
Peter and Alicia Bartz
Dave and Holly Baur
Dan and Kristi Beck
Jacyllyn Beier
Tim and Sandy Belden
Bob and Judy Benke
Buzz Benson
John and Barb Benson
Kathy Benson
Mara Berdahl
Eric Bergersen
Michael Bergum
Chris and Jennifer Bettinger
Joe Biler
Kristen Billingsley
Suzanne Block
Daniel and Jayme Boecker
Kallyn Boerner
Mitch and Alison Boerner
Frank and Dinny Bomberg
Kahle Bontjes
Dale Borgeson
Alan and Christine Borman
Bryan and Kathie Bouchard
Dr. Jessica Bowman
Erica Boyles
Todd and KaChee Bremer
Kyle Bryan
Jennifer Bucek
James Burckhard
Stanley Burstein
Eldon and Carol Buschborn
Richard and Doreen Busho
Diana Butler
Pat and Sara Cairns
Beverly Campbell
Bryan Cannon
Michael and Jennifer Caputo
Eva Carlson
Karol and Wally Carlson
Natalie Carlson
Melissa Carmichael
Kevin Carnevale
John and Megan Carney
Andrea Carrico
Adam and Amanda Carstensen
Kimberly Casey
Jeff and Vicki Caswell
Paul Cerkvenik
Amy Charewicz
Jeff and Tammy Chilson
Kristy Chipman
Nate and Jenny Chomilo
Carl Christenson
Kevin and Tricia Christopherson
Jennifer and Ken Clarke
Kyle and Trina Cloutier
Michelle Coen
Robert and Sandy Connell
Sharon Conrad
Mike and Rose Conway
Dominique Cook
Lorraine and Pam Court
John Cox
Linda Crosby
Daisy Cross
Deidre and Fred Crouse
Betty and John Csenger
Brian Dahlinger
Denny Dahlman
Ivana Damjanac
David Dassenko
DJ Dassenko
Jean Dassenko
Jordan Dassenko
Roberto and Odila Davila
Diane Davis
Jenny Davis
Bob Day
David De Jarnett
Colleen Deal
Amos Deinard
April DeJarlais
Deb and Jim Demarest
Wendy Deutsch
Christina Deyoe
Laurel Diede
JJ Dienno
Mark and Kristina Dietzen
Steve Ditto
Jaclyn Doffin
Heidi Dohse - Tour de Heart
Peter and Becky Dolan
Sara Dolan
Monty Doll
Chuck and Sylvia Dorsey
Tom and Cristina Dowdle
Doris and Harold Drackley
Greg and Traci Dravis
Al Dubiak
Diane and Michael Dummer
Jill Dunkley
Janet Dupont
Liz Belk and Adam Dusick
Mike and Anne Eastey
David Ecklund
Holly Pilarski and Todd Edstrom
Christopher Edwards
Gordon and Marilyn Eid
Stephen and Diane Elliot
Susan Ellis
Rachel Endress
Ryan Engle
Rob and Chris Ennis
Jill Erickson
Larry and Nancy Erickson
Steven Erickson
Brenda Esson
Jay Ettinger
Ben and Bev Farmer
Steve, Stephanie, and Alex Farsh
Lynn and Henry Feinberg
Randy and Mary Feldsien
Julie Fertal
Don and Doni Fick
Doug and Suzy Fick
Gina Fierro
Holly Finch
Korey and Kristi Finnes
Roger and Judi Finnes
Rich and Carrie Fischer
Kris and Brian Flanagan
Bill and Tessa Flanary
Nicholas and Sarah Flier
Maura Flynn-Galganski
Ryan and Kim Foltz
Jasen and Kellie Fontaine
Brett Forsman
Peter and Diane Fox
Brandon and Dawn Frazier
Morgan Freeburg
Tom and Nancy Freeburg
Rachel Friedman
Jeff and Megan Fritz
Adam Gabel
Lisa and David Gabrelcik
Karen and David Gainous
Sheila Gale
Jake Garin
Savannah Gary
Mickey and Gretchen Gasaterland-Gustafsson
Ellen and Eric Gasiorowski
Brenda Gehl
Reed and Alayne Gilbert
Tim Gilday
Jon and Crystal Gill
Jane Gilles
Sean and Beth Gillis
Cindy Giusto
Heidi Goelz
Jennifer and Dan Goins
David and Helen Goldstein
Nina, Lyle, and Sarah Goodheart
Elizabeth Goodrich
Kitty and Leon Goodrich
Nathan Goracke
Amy Gould
Mary Gould
Katie and Brian Grace
Sam Gramentz
Kevin and Margaret Green
Justy and Jim Griffin
Doug and Beth Griggs
Bill and Chandra Gruber
Tim and Tammy Gusho
John and Laurie Gustafson
Kathy and Steve Halverson
Kate Hamilton
Colleen and Jim Hammer
Rachel Hammer
Anne Hamper
Jenny Hanna
Julie Hansel
John Hansen
Andrea Hanson
Brandon and Misty Hanson
Brent Hanson
Rick and Carol Hanson
Ronald and Janet Harnack
Melanie Harrom
Chuck Haug
Anne Haug
Ron and Jane Haugen
Karl and Jamie Hawkinson
Seth Hayden
Alan and Cathy Hecht
Katherine Heck
Ron and Denise Hedberg
Andrew and Karen Heddle
Kevin Helmen
Nancy Hemmah
Scott Henderson
Mark and Sondra Henn
Jim and Debra Henricks
Richard and Georgia Herberg
Eloy and Cindy Hernandez
Lila Herschbach
Sarah and Nate Herschbach
Bob Herzan
Kim and Tony Herzog
Rodney and Betty Hestekin
Doug and Sharon Hettrick
Elizabeth Heyer
Bill and Stephanie Heyer
Michael Heyer
Sam Heyer
Vincent and Terri Heyer
Brenda Hicks
Vicky Hidalgo
Dayna and John Hillcrest
Dr. Christine Hills
Laura Hoagland
Christine and Thomas Hoff
Christin Hoffman
James Hoffman
Margaret Anderson and Robert Hoffman
Cynthia and Jonathan Hoffmann
Fred and Carol Holberg
Matt Holmes
Elin Hooper
Jennifer Hosek
Tom and Jean Houghton
Jean Hunn
Scott Hvidsten
Mary Idzik
Diane Ingersoll
Irwin Ishmon
Mark and Renata Iverson
Tim and Renee Jacobs
Steve and Katie Janowiak
Roy Jansen
Jon and Laura Jasnoch
Angela Jensen
Eric Jensen
Mark and Jodi Jenson
Sue Jenson
Mark and Maryjo Jerve
Tom Jilot
Craig and Heidi Johnson
Dave and Pat Johnson
Doug and Adrienne Johnson
Johnnie Johnson - St. Croix Recreation
Judy Johnson
Rob and Kris Johnson
Michelle Jonas
Patricia and Thomas Jonas
Dick Jones
Amy and Al Jordan
Michael and Leslie Jordan
Patricia Kalbac
Amy Kamenick
Katherine Kantor
Chris Kapisak
Russell Karasch
Eddie Karon
Mary and Bill Keefler
Miriam and Erwin Kelen
Mary Kellett
Bridget Kelly
Emmet and Kate Kelly
Jeanne and Brian Kenady
Tom and Kim Kenning
James Kertz
Joe and Kelly Kimpe
Kyle and Kelly King
Denise and Gary Kirkey
Vanessa Kirkey
Karen Kitchel
Mike and Brenda Klabacka
Sona Kleppe
Rick Knoche
Michelle Koenig
Krysta Koepke
Josh Kohen
Shannon Kohlman
Maddie Kohls
Mike and Renee Kraemer
Tom and Donna Kraklow
Marv and Diane Krause
Carrie Krautkramer
Anne Krisnik
Todd Krueger
Kevin and Cathy Kruse
Sarah Hezlett and Nathan Kuncel
Melody LaBeau
David and Joanne Laird
John and Brenda Landy
Eric and Lisa Langlee
Christopher Larson
Krista Larson
Tate Larson
Nate Lassila
Emily Laughlin
Paul Laumer
Janice Lauseng
Amy Zylla and Matt Law
Sean and Renee Lawler
Sandy Learned
Nate and Laura Leckband
Chuck Lederer
Nickie Lee
Jessica Leer
Mark and Debra Leer
James and Jan Leffler
Ronald and Claudia Leier
John and Heather Leiviska
Krystal LeJeune
John and Kathy Lemay
Andrew Lien
Gene and Charity Lifka
Charlotte Lilla
Norm and Tara Lind
Dolores Linder
Melissa Linder
Bart and Audrey Lothen
Ronny and Sandra Loew
Bobby and Chet Lonquist
John and Jane Lonquist
Dave and Linda Looney
Sarah Lovem

Angie Lueschen
Natalie Lunda
Chris Lundeen
Amy Lynch
Terry MacVey
Kate Madson
Peggy Maher
Carrie Mahowald
Mark Mahowald
Soren and Amy Mahowald
Bob and Mandy Maietta
Caitlin Malin
Matthew Marakovitz
Krista Margolis
Elizabeth Marohnic
Barbara Marshall
Dr. Chip Martin and Bill Chaffee
Kathleen Martin
Bill and Kristina Matsch
Dr. Dan Mauriello
Tim and Heather McCollor
Benjamin and Kimberly McDuffie
Pat McGovern
Mike McKeon
Anne McLaughlin
Jeff, Betsy, Will and Ely
McLaughlin
Scott McMahon
Kim McMichael
Liz and Caleb McPhail
Wyatt and Gretchen Meek
Steve Melby
Doug Melena
John and Karen Meslow
Joseph Meulemans
Jill Meyer
Julie and Jeff Michael
Sean Michael
Eric and Jessica Miller
Laura and Tom Miller
Michael Miller
Pamela Miller
Raymond Milligan
Andrew Million
Scott Mitchell
Hollie Molenaar
Travis Moncur
Jeremy and Krista Moore
Jim and Beth Moore
Robert and Esther Mordick

Joy Morlock
Jeremy and Anne Morris
Shelley Mosquera
Jen and Matt Muller
Brandon and Keegan Murphy
Mike and Bonnie Murphy
Bill and Keala Murray
Tracy and Brad Murray
Joan and John Mutschelknaus
Peter and Michelle Nagel
John and Sharon Nash
Jen Negro
Brent and Chris Nehring
Beth and Adam Nelson
Linda Nelson
Randy and Laura Nelson
Kerry and Sharon Ness
Elin Neugebauer
Rhett and Julie Neuman
Jordan Nicholas
Peter and Mary Nielsen
Jake and Erin Nolin
Robert Nordwall
James and Evelyn Nyberg
Jon Nymo
Peter Obermeyer
Jozy O’Brien
Keith and LaVonne O’Brien
Andy O’Connell
Ian O’Connell
Craig and Tina O’Halloran
Sarah Oistad
Michele O’Kane
Timothy Olsen
Eric and Patti Olson
Matt Olson
Monte Olson
Leslie O’Meara
Mary O’Neill
Joanne O’Reilly
Kris Overlund
Rand Park
Chris and Dorette Parnell
Jim and Cheryl Penkivech
Alexander Perelman
John and Mary Petersen
Ahnna Peterson
Jacqueline Peterson
Mary Jo Peterson
Robert Peterson

Kathy Petron
Kathleen Pfister
Alicia Pickard
Justin Piprude
Sheila Pittman
Mark Pocernich
Dan and Megan Porta
Steve and Jolene Poucher
Dean and Jan Prekker
Steve and Marianne Radtke
Patricia Ralko
Chad and Elise Rasmussen
Gary and Mary Rasmussen
Tom Rector
James Reedy
Josh and Kelly Reha
Britney Reis
Linda Retel
Chad and Elise Revier
David and Suzanne Rhee
Peter and Sara Ribbens
Angela Rickheim
Andy Riemenschneider
Lynette and Chris Rigsby
Michele Rislov
Rick Robbins
Ron and Elizabeth Robek
Steve and Sara Robichaud
Kay and Mark Roehrig
Mike and Amy Roettger
Vick Rohling
Mandy Groh and Brad Rohr
Monica Roland
Jack and Bonnie Rolig
Mary Rollins
Scott Rollins
Erin Rosenberg
Jody Winger and Bill Rosenfeld
Jodi Roventine
Mykl Roventine
Cheryl and Steve Runquist
Julie Rupert
Dr. Rebecca Russell
Lila and Derek Rutten
Ing-Mari and Dennis Ryan
Travis and Christa Rymal
Ethan Sailer-Haugland
Kristina and Aaron Sakaria
Rodney and Donna Salo
Tammy Sammon
Jeff Sandefur
Phil and Mary Lou Sanders
Judd and Martha Sather
Kent and Barbara Sather
Kim Sather
Lynn Sather
Steph Sather
Karen and Dick Sauter
Jan and Steve Sayovitz
Jeanine Schieck
Adrienne Schmit
Mark Schrantz
Abigail Schuler
Diane Schulte
Anna Schultz
Paul and Lynn Schwartz
Heidi and Jake Sedlacek
Jeff Seeman
Doug Sellner
Stacy Enxing Seng
Melissa Sergot
Frank and Margaret Severino
Jared and Naty Severson
Wendy Shapiro
Cindy Sharon
Jerry and Mary Shaughnessy
Jason and Stephanie Shaw
Dana Shelso
Bill and Tina Sherman
Tony and Judi Shink
Kevin and Jennifer Shunn
Stan and Kelly Sias
Hidee and Steve Singer
Sharon and Richard Smeech
Andrew Smith
Michael Smith
Jessica Smith-Schuh
Dan Smits
Andrew and Sun Snyder
Holly and Dan Spanier
Jon Spence
Virginia Spicka
Bob and Elaine Spurr
Tina Spurr
Eric St. Martin
Susan Stancliff
Joe and Cassie Stangler
Jake and Sherill Stanton
Sharon Stanton
Rick Steele
Jean Steffenson
Bruce and Kaye Lee Stender
Jeff Stewart
Karen Stiles
Jim Stomberg
Brad and Lynda Stone
Gary and Rosemary Storm
Marlyn and Marlys Storm
Pete Stout
Philip and Emily Strong
Marit Stutrud
Todd and Sheri Swank
Patrick and Danielle Sweany
Mark and Karen Swieltik
Naomi Szczepanski
Jane Taffe
Lissa Tate
Matthew and Anu Tate
Allyson Taubenheim
John Tauer
Mat and Liz Tauer
Larry Teckenbrock
Amanda and Mark Tempel
Jolene Tesch
Jeff Theisman
Amy Theuinck
John and Anne Thomas
Terry Thomason
Bob and Kathy Thompson
Elizabeth Thompson
Suzanne Thompson
Brent and Lisa Thornton
Jenna Tietje
Steve and Kristi Tomas
Anna Tomes
Ken and Mary Tomes
Jim and Dana Tonrey
Jon and Donna Tremmel
Jim and Linda Trushenski
Laurie Tschetter
Christine Tubbs
Amy, Al and Tyler Jordan
Lauren Ulvestad
Tom and Juanita Vaaler
Dan and Cindy Vahle
Louise Vahle
Sara Meslow and Paul Vahle
Sylvia Vahle
Shaun Vaka
Sarah Valasek
Carrie Valois
Kary Vannice
Jillain Veil-Ehnert
Dean and Barb Verdoes
Steve and Becky Vossekuij
Amanda Wagner
Irene and Chris Wagner
Daniel Wahl
Dick Wakefield
Erv Walhof
Reed and Kelley Walhof
Nancy and Kyle Walker
Bar Wallers
Vanessa Wankhede
Chris and Kathy Ward
Scott Ward
Stanley and Marilyn Watkins
David and Susan Watson
Becky Wawra
Arielle Webb
Tony Weick
Dr. Catherine Weinberg
Holly Weinstine
Erlin and Jean Weness
Jeff and Maria Weness
Tim Wermers
Gina Wemer
Sally West
Kris Westman
Angela Whitbeck
Mary and Keith Widiger
Jaime Wiggins
Meghan LaVelle and Blair Williams
Stephanie Williams
Chelsea Wilson
Melanie Moos and Rick Wilson
Greg Windsperger
Eileen Winger
Kate and Torey Winter
Ken and Karen Wojcik
Jennifer Wolf
Jeanne Wyatt
Mariya Xiong
Cheryl Yano
Travis Yano
Alador Yemaneab
Zoe Yeoman
Shawn Zani
Bea and Myron Zaruba
Carolyn Zervas

Memorials
Pauline Cooke Memorial
Don Endres Memorial
Chad Hendrix Memorial
Bruce Johnson Memorial
Jeffrey Moore Memorial
Beverly Nail Memorial
Bill and Judy Nicholas
Margaret Emerson Memorial
Bubs and Mike Kennedy

Ann Grussing Memorial
Leonard and Darlene Anderson
Dean, Kevin and Debbie Bangsund and families
Galen and Judy Bangsund
Joyce and Spencer Beytien
Gerald and Norma Cashill
Tom and Barbara Clark
Pamela Codispoti
Daniel Dugan
David and Beatrice Eades
Roger and Carol Grussing
Stan and Linda Hill
Bruce and Elizabeth Ivascu
Carla Kaufmann
Katherine Kellogg
James Kertz
Gary and Carol Langness
Chet and Bobby Lonququist
Dave and Lori Meslow
Jeff and Julie Michael
Bev and David Money
Lynn and Barb Mortensen
Sue and John Nelson
Karen Newstrom
John and Shirley Nilsen
Mary Lou Norgaard
Thomas and Shirlee Nystrom
Terry and Dorothy Olson
Howard and Margaret Ostrem
Mary and John Petersen
Robert Reininga
Jean Remes
Susan Robertson
Juliana Rupert
John and Joan Ruppel
Beverly Siemens
“This summer will be my sixth summer volunteering at Camp Odayin. When I signed up my first year, I was expecting to enjoy a week away at camp, on a lake, with some fun kids. What I ended up with was a life-changing week and a second “family.” The kids weren’t just fun, they were amazing. I was with the 14-17 year old kids and was blown away by the respect and concern they showed for others. Everyone was included, no matter their looks or level of ability. Camp Odayin really is just one of the most fun, amazing, life-changing places in the world.”

Volunteer Camp Nurse